Poder Ciudadano

Poder Ciudadano is a nonprofit organization that was formed over 30 years ago as the local chapter of Transparency International, as an initiative of a group of citizens concerned with the defense of civil rights in Argentina. Since its origins, the organization has fought for gender equality, diversity in political-parties, and social class inclusion. A shared base of common values including plurality and engagement of citizens beyond the vote strives to leave differences aside to strengthen the true value of democracy. These motivations were the central axis for which the organization was formed, in spite of and at the same time strengthened by the ideological differences among the founders. The goal is to promote citizen participation and raise public awareness about problems in society that require the commitment and participation of all. The goal of the organization is to lead the way for good government of the state, to fight for transparency in the management of public affairs, and to remain committed to invigorating the institutions of democracy.

Website: poderciudadano.org
Sector: Nonprofit Organization
Industry: Law & Human and Civil Rights; Government & Public Policy; Development & Sustainability

Examples of possible intern roles:

RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS INTERN
The intern will be tasked with collaborating on researching and analyzing social situations and on writing papers related to topics relevant to the organization. The intern will also be asked to make substantial contributions to other projects that the nonprofit carries out.

Suggested Spanish level: Advanced
Candidate requirements: The ideal candidate will have an interest in research and data analysis.

In the words of past interns: “The big project I took on made me feel of extreme impact. It felt very significant and it was a challenge I was happy to take.” - Max L., Human Rights Research Assistant, from Yale-NUS College